ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel method for power system dynamic simulation that solves power system differential algebraic equations by a semi-analytical and semi-numerical approach using continued fractions. The method implements a two-stage scheme to enhance online performance of simulation: the offline derivation stage finds approximate analytical solutions, so-called ''semi-analytical solutions,'' for state variables of dynamic devices, such as generators in the form of power series of time with symbolic coefficients about system conditions; the online evaluation stage substitutes values on actual system conditions for symbolic coefficients, then transforms the solution into a continued fraction to prolong its time interval of accuracy, and finally calculates the system's trajectory over consecutive, adaptive time intervals for expected simulation results. A priori error bound for continued fractions is proposed to enable the simulation on adaptive time intervals. Compared with the conventional numerical simulation methods, the proposed continued fraction-based method has a fast simulation speed and a good suitability for parallel computing. The method is demonstrated and tested on the IEEE 9-bus system, the IEEE 39-bus system, and Polish 327-generator 2383-bus system. INDEX TERMS Continued fractions, differential algebraic equations, error bound, dynamic simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power system dynamic security assessment (DSA) evaluates the short-term response of a power system under large disturbances, which is of great significance for system operations. DSA using time-domain simulations is the most direct and accurate approach. However, time-domain simulations for large-scale transmission systems may be computational complex and time-consuming. They are not yet full-fledged for many real-time or even ''fast-than-real-time'' applications [1] . Numerical integration methods, such as Forward Euler, Runge-Kutta and trapezoidal methods are widely used in commercialized simulation software to solve power system differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) comprising ordinary differential equations (ODEs) on dynamic devices such as generators and algebraic equations (AEs) on power flows. These conventional methods basically separate the whole simulation period into many short integration steps, typically in milliseconds, and calculate the differential equations as difference equations for every time step. The computation burden is high. Additionally, these methods do not naturally fit well in parallel computing environment due to their short integration steps and time-sequential mechanism [2] - [5] , unless additional techniques, such as network decomposition methods [6] - [8] and Parareal in time method [9] , [10] , are applied.
As an alternative simulation approach, a so-called semianalytical solution (SAS) can be utilized, which is an approximate but explicit solution of power system ODEs [11] - [16] . The SAS is derived offline only once with symbolic variables on a variety of operating conditions and topologies. Then, it is evaluated online regarding the actual operating conditions and contingencies. Using the SAS, online simulation can be speeded up due to the following reasons. First, a major portion of the computation burden can be moved to an offline stage and thus online simulation becomes just evaluation of an SAS, i.e. substituting actual values for symbolic variables of the SAS for sequential time intervals to make up the simulation period. Second, the SAS are a nonlinear expression derived from the power system ODE model, so its time interval of accuracy can be much longer than the time step of traditional numerical integration methods. Third, the evaluation of an SAS can be easily parallelized due to its analytical form in, e.g., power series.
References [11] - [13] apply the Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) proposed in [17] to derive an SAS for power systems. The ADM provides a convergent series in terms of Laplace transformation of the differential equations to be solved. There are several drawbacks for the ADM-based SAS method. 1) The offline derivation process is very slow, especially for large-scale power networks with many symbolic variables.
2) The ADM expansions for different state variables have different orders (inhomogeneous degrees) regarding time, whose accuracy is lower than homogeneous SAS expansions, e.g. the time-power series or continued fractions.
3) It is difficult to implement simulation using adaptive time intervals and it is not effective for power systems whose DAE models cannot be reduced to ODEs.
Reference [14] proposes an SAS in the form of a power series in time for simulation of fault-on trajectories and [15] proposes an enhanced method to solve more general DAE models of large-scale power systems that derives SASs only for ODEs and adopts the numerical approach to solve the network AEs. However, an SAS in the form of truncated power series has a limited radius of convergence (ROC), close to which the error of the solution increases rapidly. Therefore, an SAS has to be evaluated for relatively short time intervals to ensure its convergence, which restricts the simulation speed. Reference [16] uses Padé approximants to increase the ROC of SAS, but it is impossible to predict the error to adaptively adjust the time intervals in the online stage.
This paper also adopts a similar scheme that solves ODEs and AEs of a large power system respectively by an SAS and a numerical approach. The paper proposes a new SAS in the form of a continued fraction (for short, CF-SAS). Compared with the power series-based SAS (for short, PS-SAS) in [15] , the proposed CF-SAS has an extended ROC and hence faster online simulation speed. With longer time intervals for SAS evaluation, network AEs are solved less often, so it provides more room for parallel computing techniques to speed up simulation. A priori error bound of the CF-SAS is also proposed to adaptively adjust the time intervals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II proposes a two-stage simulation scheme using the CF-SAS. Section III first introduces the algorithm of calculating continued fractions, and then proposes the method of using CF-SAS to prolong the time intervals for online simulation. Section IV proposes priori error bound to adaptively adjust the time intervals to guarantee the accuracy of simulation. Section V validates the approach on the IEEE 3-generator 9-bus system, the IEEE 10-generator 39-bus New England system and the 2383-bus 327-generator Polish power system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 
II. PROPOSED TWO-STAGE SIMULATION SCHEME
The complete power system model is composed of a set of first-order ODEs (1) on dynamic elements, such as synchronous machines and controllers, which are coupled through the power network, and a set of AEs (2) on the power flows and other static components. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of using a CF-SAS for power system dynamic simulation. A double-stage scheme is proposed, i.e. the offline stage and online stage. The offline stage obtains the SAS, i.e. an explicit function regarding all symbolic variables and time. The online stage only evaluates the obtained SAS by plugging the symbolic variables by actual values over sequential time intervals. The accuracy of the SAS can be ensured by adjusting the lengths of time intervals during the online stage. More specifically, for every time interval, the initial values of state variables take their final values of the previous interval.
Different from the SAS approach in [15] , the SAS evaluation process first substitutes values for symbolic variables except for time to obtain the coefficient values of the power series, which is then transformed to a continued fraction about time, i.e. the CF-SAS. Determine the length of time interval t based on the ROC of the continued fraction and finally evaluate the CF-SAS to get the trajectories of solutions. The rest of this section first introduces the approach in [15] that derives a PS-SAS for nonlinear ODEs and uses partitioned dynamic buses for integrating the PS-SAS with numerical solutions on the power network. The proposed CF-SAS will be introduced in the next section.
A. DERIVING A PS-SAS FOR POWER SYSTEM DEs
A power system device having K state variables, e.g. a synchronous generator, can be expressed by an ODE (3):
To obtain its SAS, the i th state variable x i (t) is firstly approximated by power series (4) up to a pre-specified order N :
where a i0 -a iN are the unknown coefficients to be determined. Therefore, the derivatives of x(t) is easily obtained as (5).
Nonlinear functions in f can also be analytically derived by Taylor expansion into the series form as defined in (6) f
where each function can be obtained by
By equating (5) and (6), the symbolic expression of all the coefficients a im (i = 1 − K n = 1 − N ) can be obtained as (8) . In addition, a 1-order model are equipped for both exciter and governor of each generator, as defined by (10) and (11), respectively. T ek and K k are time constant and gain in voltage regulator of exciter. V refk is the reference voltage. T gk is the total time constant of the governor and turbine. P refk is the reference of mechanical power output. R k is the speed regulation factor of the k th generator.
The terminal voltage V k and terminal injected current I k of the k th generator are calculated by the nonlinear AE (12) , in which v dk , v qk , i dk and i qk are d-axis and q-axis voltages and currents, respectively. p ek is the generator's electrical power in its armature.
The ZIP static load model can be considered for all the L loads in the system, defined by (13), where I Il and VOLUME 6, 2018 I Pl represent the currents from constant-current load and constant-power load at the l th load bus. The constantimpedance load is merged into the network admittance matrix in Y N N N in (14) . V 0l , P 0l and Q 0l are the initial bus voltage, active and reactive loads at the l th load bus at the initialization of the simulation; p Il , q Il , p Pl and q Pl are the percentages of constant-current and constant-power components of the active and reactive loads at the l th load bus. Note that p Zl + p Il + p Pl = 1 and q Zl + q Il + q Pl = 1 for active and reactive loads, where p Zl and q Zl represent the percentages of constant-impedance load.
All the K generators and L loads are coupled by the network AEs (14) , in which I N N N and V N N N are vectors about bus injection currents and bus voltages.
Note that in (14), at t k+1 = t k + t, injections I N N N (t k+1 ) of all generators and loads depend on terminal voltages V N N N (t k+1 ) at the same time instant, which are solved as follows. The partitioned method proposed in [15] is applied in this paper to extend the SAS from ODEs to general power system DAEs. The basic idea is to introduce a dynamic bus whose voltage is expressed by a function extrapolated from the voltages of previous time intervals, e.g.
For ODEs, state variables in x(t k+1 ) of the SAS are evaluated using the function of terminal voltages V N N N (t k+1 ). While for network AEs, the current injections in I N N N (t k+1 ) are calculated in an iterative process to correct the terminal voltages in V N N N (t k+1 ). Therefore, seen from each dynamic element, the impacts from all other elements in the network are reflected by the dynamics of its terminal bus voltage. Then, for each time interval, the analytical expression about each dynamic element are independent from the others.
In Eq. (15), V i (t) is in the polar form of time-power series for voltages at bus i. V mi (t) and V ai (t) are the magnitude and angle of the time-power series for voltages at bus i. Both can be truncated up to the N v -th order, where V min and V ain are respectively the n th order coefficients of voltage magnitude and angle at bus i, which are calculated by the linear least square regression and updated for the next time interval.
Fig . 2 shows the procedure of the partitioned method for solving power system DAEs using SAS. Please note that, for each interval, the SAS is evaluated for each iteration of solving AEs, shown by the green arrow lines, which is to correct the terminal voltage at each node. 
III. CONTINUED FRACTIONS-BASED SEMI-ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS A. ONLINE EVALUATION OF SAS OVER A TIME INTERVAL
In the online stage, the SAS is evaluated by plugging actual values into its symbolic variables, which consist of three different groups.
Group A: the time interval t of the time-domain simulation;
Group B: initial values of state variables x 0 for each dynamic element and the estimation of its current terminal voltage V N N N .;
Group C: admittance matrix Y N N N and other variables representing system conditions. Fig. 3 illustrates of the online stage, i.e. evaluation process. The simulation can be divided to pre-fault, fault-on and postfault periods by red vertical lines. The black solid line is the SAS curve over simulation time t. Variables in Group C are updated at the time points of topology or other system condition changes, e.g. when a fault occurs or is cleared. Green vertical dashed lines show the time interval t, where the initial values of state variables x 0 in Group B equal their ending values of the previous interval. The terminal voltage V N N N is estimated by a least square regression based on previous several intervals. In order to extend the time interval, the PS-SAS is then transformed to the CF-SAS in the online stage. Finally, the symbolic variable of time, i.e. Group A, is evaluated by a pre-specified simulation time interval t in the form of CF-SAS (16) to obtain the continuous curves of all variables.
The length of t is significant to the simulation speed, because most of symbolic variables are assigned by updating the values of previous time interval and the network AEs are solved at the end of each time interval. Additionally, to accelerate the simulation speed, the operations of assignment can be computed in a paralleled mechanism, but the process of solving network AEs cannot be parallelized. Therefore, the process of solving network AEs becomes the major computation burden in the online stage. To realize real time simulation, larger time intervals are desirable to reduce the times of solving network AEs.
The simulation time interval t can be either fixed or adaptive. If the fixed time interval is chosen, time interval t can be conservatively specified to be a small value, which ensures that the maximum error of state variables over the whole simulation period is always less than a pre-specified error tolerance ε. If the adaptive time interval is chosen, the error can be estimated along with the simulation. Then, the time interval t can be adaptively changing on the basis of the estimated errorε.
B. TRANSFORMATION FROM POWER SERIES TO CONTINUED FRACTION
A continued fraction is an expression obtained through a recursive process of addition and division. It also calls attention that algebraic continued fractions commonly have a more extended ROC than that of the corresponding power series [18] . In this scheme, the Stieltjes-fractions with a specified fraction order [M ] in the form of (16) are adopted to express the function of SAS, where K represents the operator of continued fraction and c m,0 represents the coefficient of the m th order.
S(t)
As mentioned in Section II-A. the state variablex i (t) is evaluated from the PS-SAS, defined by (17) , where a i are the coefficients of the truncated power series up to the N -th order.
Viskovatov's method is then adopted to obtain the coefficients of an equivalent continued fraction [19] . To equate the power series function in (17) , the second row of continued fraction matrix expressed by (18) are filled with power series coefficients.
Then, the coefficients in the continued fraction matrix (18) are calculated term by term by an inductive process, define as (20) . For demonstration, a single-machine infinite-bus (SMIB) system without governor and exciter is adopted to show the deriving process of CF-SAS. The SMIB system is modeled by Eq. (9) and Eq. (12) . As introduced by Section II-A, the curves of state variables at the time t 0 can be approximated by a PS-SAS, expressed as (21), where all the parameters of PS-SAS, i.e. δ n , ω n , e qn , e dn , e qn and e dn , are expressed by symbolic variables.
where δ 0 (t 0 ), ω 0 (t 0 ), e q0 (t 0 ), e d0 (t 0 ), e q0 (t 0 ) and e d0 (t 0 ) represent the initial values of the state variables in each time interval. As mentioned in Section III-A, they take the ending values of the previous time interval. Moreover, all the power series of state variables are truncated at a specified order N . Higher the order N means the heavier computation burden in both offline stage and online stage, but higher accuracy for each time interval. Each higher order parameter, e.g. δ N for order N , can be expressed as an analytical function of lower order parameters, i.e. δ n , ω n , e qn , e dn , e qn and e dn for the 1 st order to the (N − 1) th order. VOLUME 6, 2018 For the purpose of demonstration, only the 1 st order parameter of (21) are analytically expressed as (22) .
After all symbolic variables of each power series being replaced by their values, it is transformed into a continued fraction to increase the ROC. Taking N = 3 for example, the Viskovatov coefficients of angle δ(t) (c m,0 in (16)) are calculated as (23) . 
where δ 1 , δ 2 and δ 3 are derived the 1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd -order coefficients of power series δ(t) in (21) . For a given N -order PS-SAS, the specified order M of the CF-SAS is flexible, but it is recommended to equal N for a good balance between overall convergence and local accuracy.
IV. ADAPTIVE TIME INTERVAL BASED ON PRIORI ERROR BOUND OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS
As mentioned before, given a set of credible initial values, the CF-SAS can maintain accurate for a time interval. Therefore, in the online stage, the entire simulation period should be assembled by consecutive time intervals whose lengths are fixed or adaptively adjusted according to the comparison between the estimation of error and a pre-specified error tolerance. A priori upper error bound of continued fraction which only depends upon its coefficients is used to conservatively estimate the errors of analytical solutions in the dynamic simulations with limited computation burden.
A. PRIORI ERROR BOUND OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS
The continued fractions with a specified fraction order [m] in the form of (16) (24) in which w m is called the m th truncated approximant, and c 1,0 -c m,0 are the coefficients of continued fraction. The objective is to find the maximum ρ, to ensure the estimated error of continued fraction is less than a given error tolerance ε th for t < ρ. The parabola theorem for error bound of complexvalued continued fractions is given in [20] and [21] . This paper gives the error bound estimation of a real-valued continued fraction. Theorem: A continued fraction is convergent if and only if there exists a maximum radius ρ, and for any given error tolerance ε th , the inequality (25) is satisfied if t < ρ.
where {f m (t)}={x m (t; w m )} is the sequence of the continued fraction. Therefore, ε (ρ) is the error upper bound of the continued fraction {f m (t)} and ρ is the maximum time interval with respect to a pre-specified error tolerance ε th . The proof of the error bound estimation of continued fractions regarding the lengths of time interval is given in the Appendix-A. Fig. 4 shows the process of exterminating the current time interval t k based on the priori error bound of CF-SAS. For each interval, an initial ROC ρ is given based on the last time interval t k−1 and a multiplication factor β is given to limit the increasing rate between the current interval and the previous interval, as defined by (26).
B. ADAPTIVE TIME INTERVAL FOR ANALYTICAL SOLUTION-BASED DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
Then calculate the prior error bound for each state variable by (25) and find the maximum error bound among all state variables by (27), where N s is the number of state variables.
If the maximum error bound is larger than a pre-specified error tolerance ε th , multiply the time interval by a shrinking factor α (α < 1) until the error tolerance ε th is satisfied.
The first time interval of simulation is set to be very small, i.e. t 0 = 0.1ms. The following intervals increase the to β(β > 1) times of their previous intervals. From the perspective of the whole time sequence, this is a ''bottom-up'' scheme, since the length of each time interval grows based on its previous one at a limited speed defined by β. Although the selection of the ''error-tolerance'' depends on the power system model, it is usually appropriate to set smaller error-tolerance for the state variables with faster dynamics. In this way, the time interval for fast dynamics is constrained to ensure that the simulated dynamic responses are accurate enough. For example, for the simulations of small-scale and mid-scale power systems with transient and sub-transient models, the orders of magnitude for errortolerance are recommended to be 10 −2 degree for rotor angles, 10 −3 pu for mechanical powers and 10 −4 pu for transient and sub-transient voltages.
V. CASE STUDY
The proposed approach is implemented in MATLAB and tested using three cases on a desktop computer with Intel Core i7-6700 CPU at 3.40 GHz with 16.00 GB RAM. In Case I and Case II, the IEEE 3-generator 9-bus WECC system [22] and the IEEE 10-generator 39-bus New England system [23] are firstly adopted to demonstrate the advantages of CF-SAS for power system dynamic simulation without AEs. The constant impedance load is included into the network admittance matrix, so the power system dynamic model is represented by a set of nonlinear ODEs. In order to clearly show the superiority of continued fractions over existing SAS methods, a detailed 6-order generator model without a governor or exciter is adopted in the simulations.
In Case III, the 327-generator 2383-bus Polish system with a detailed 6-order generator model integrated with a 1-order governor and a 1-order exciter [24] is used to demonstrate the CF-SAS approach for power system DAEs. The ZIP load model is also considered for all load buses. The dynamic bus method is used to decouple the dynamic impacts from different elements. 
A. CASE I: TEST ON IEEE 3-GENERATOR 9-BUS POWER SYSTEM
In Case I, a 3-phase fault occurs on Bus 9 at t = 0 and is cleared by tripping Line 6-9 after 5 cycles, as shown in Fig. 5 . The post-fault curves of generators' angle and speed between the 4-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method, CF-SAS, PS-SAS and are compared. In this case study, the time step of numerical integration method, i.e. RK4, is fixed with very small value, i.e. 0.1ms. Therefore, it can be deemed precise enough to be the reference.
Case I-A: Adaptive Time Interval With Specified Error Limits
In Case I-A, an adaptive time interval is used with pre-specified error tolerances, i.e. 0.001rad for angles and 0.001pu for other state variables. Take the first time interval of the post-fault curves for illustration, i.e. at t = 0. The 6-order PS-SAS is shown by red solid curves and the 3-order to the 6-order CF-SASs are shown by solid curves with other colors. It can be noticed that the CF-SAS keeps accuracy longer for the given error tolerance, and a higher order CF-SAS has a higher accuracy. Fig. 7(a) compares the adaptive time intervals of the 8-order CF-SAS and the 8-order PS-SAS over the whole 5-second simulation at each time instant (every 1ms), from which the CF-SAS has in general longer time intervals of accuracy. The time interval improvement of CF-SAS over PS-SAS is shown in Fig. 7(b) . The CF-SAS has longer time interval than the PS-SAS, at most of the time instant.
Case I-B: Fixed Time Interval
In Case I-B, fixed time interval is adopted for both CF-SAS and PS-SAS. The 5-order PS-SAS and the 5-order CF-SAS are compared. The time interval of both SASs is specified to be 4 cycles, i.e. 66.68ms. The post-fault curves of generators' angles δ and relative rotor speeds ω are show in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) , respectively. The CF-SAS shown by green curves basically overlap with the RK4 shown by the black dashed curves. Nevertheless, the PS-SAS shown by red curves have noticeable derivation from the RK4. The errors of generators' angles are shown in Fig. 8(c) , where the maximum error of CF-SAS is only 0.047pu. In contrast, the maximum error of PS-SAS is -3pu, if the fixed time interval with the same length is set.
B. CASE II: TEST ON IEEE THE NEW ENGLAND POWER SYSTEM
In Case II, the IEEE 10-generator, 39-bus New England power system is tested. A 3-phase fault occurs on Bus 15 and is cleared by tripping Line 15-16 after 5 cycles, as shown in Fig. 9 . The result of 5 sec time domain simulation is shown in Fig. 10 , where the red curves are the PS-SAS results, green curves are the CF-SAS results, the black dashed curves are using RK4 for 6 sec simulation. If fixed time interval is adopted and specified as 2 cycles (33.34ms) for both cases, the 5-order PS-SAS is numerically unstable, but the CF-SAS with the same order is numerically stable. If fixed time interval is specified as 1.5 cycles (25ms) instead, both the 5-order PS-SAS and the 5-order CF-SAS are numerically stable, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) for rotor angle and relative speed respectively. However, the maximum error is much smaller with CF-SAS, as shown in Fig. 11(c) .
From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , it is obvious that the CF-SAS has better performance than the PS-SAS on numerical stability under the same order. The advantages of using CF-SAS is to increase the time intervals, and the complexity of SAS expression does not significantly increase. Fig. 12 shows the time step improvements at each time instant (every 1ms) if using the 5-order CF-SAS instead of same order PS-SAS. It can be noticed that if adaptive time interval is adopted with the same error tolerance as Case I, the increase of length of time intervals by transforming to the 5-order CF-SAS can reach 240ms.
C. CASE III: TEST ON THE POLISH POWER SYSTEM
In Case III-A, the Polish power system with 2383 buses and 327 generators provided by MATPOWER [24] are adopted to test the performance of a 10 sec dynamic simulation. All generators use the 6-order detailed model (9) and equipped with a 1-order exciter model (10) and a 1-order governor model (11) . All loads are represented by the ZIP load model (13) with 20% constant impedance, 30% constant current and 50% constant power components, i.e. p Zl = q Zl = 20%, p Il = q Il = 30% and p Pl = q Pl = 50%. The winter peak of the year of 1999-2000 is the pre-fault operating condition. A 3-phase short-circuit occurs at Bus 10 and clears after 4 cycles (66.67ms) without tripping any line, the same with [13] and [15] . The Forward Euler (FE) numerical iteration method with fixed time-step of 0.2ms is selected as the reference for accuracy. The SAS adopts the adaptive time interval with priori error bound estimation. The error tolerance of each interval is selected as 10 −2 deg, 10 −3 pu and 10 −4 pu for all rotor angles, voltages and mechanical powers respectively. All simulations use the 1 st order polar form timepower series to calculate terminal voltages V i (t), i.e. N v = 1 in Eq. (15) . It can be also noticed that the time of solving AEs using the FE method takes almost 90% of the whole the time cost, i.e. 52.60 sec out of 58.03 sec, which can be reduced to 3.680 sec, 1.824 sec and 1.454 sec, if using the 3-order, 5-order and 6-order CF-SASs. The reason is that long time intervals reduce the total number of times to solve network AEs. The simulation speed is compared in TABLE 1 between the traditional FE method and the CF-SAS method with different orders. The FE method selects a fixed time step of 1ms for a faster simulation and the SAS method uses an executable file that has been offline created by compiling the MATLAB code using MATLAB Coder TM . It takes 58.03sec to complete the 10 sec simulation using the FE method. While the 3-, 5-and 6-order CF-SASs take only 28.14sec, 25.16sec and 44.29sec respectively.
The simulation speed is compared in TABLE 1 between the traditional FE method and the CF-SAS method with different orders. The FE method selects a fixed time step of 1ms for a faster simulation and the SAS method uses executable C code, offline compiled by MATLAB Coder TM . It takes 58.03sec to complete the 10 sec simulation using the FE method. While the 3-, 5-and 6-order CF-SAS take only 28.14sec, 25.16sec and 44.29sec respectively.
The 5-order CF-SAS takes less simulation time than the 3-order CF-SAS, because a higher order CF-SAS has larger ROC and thus has larger time intervals. See 3 rd row of TABLE 1. The 3-order CF-SAS needs 817 intervals to complete the 10sec simulation, while the 5-order CF-SAS only needs 294 intervals. However, the 6-order CF-SAS takes more simulation time than the 5-order CF-SAS. It is because the number of intervals for the 6-order CF-SAS does not reduce significantly, i.e. from 294 to 223, but the time cost of SAS evaluation takes more time due to the more complex continued fractions. In Case III-A, the 5-order CF-SAS is the optimal.
It can be also noticed that the time of solving AEs using the FE method takes almost 90% of the whole the time cost, i.e. 52.60sec out of 58.03sec, which can be reduced to 3.680sec, 1.824sec and 1.454sec, if using the 3-order, 5-order and 6-order CF-SAS. The reason is that long time intervals reduce the frequency of solving network AEs. TABLE 2 compares the total time cost between PS-SAS and CF-SAS. Unlike CF-SAS, the PS-SAS adapts error-rate upper bound for adaptive time interval, proposed by [15] . The error-rate tolerances limit the increasing rate of errors, which are respectively set as 2deg/sec, 0.01pu/sec and 0.001pu/sec for rotor angles, mechanical powers and voltages. The proposed CF-SAS can speed up 2.4-3.8 times over the same order PS-SAS.
As mentioned before, the proposed SAS methods offer more potential for parallel computations to speed up the simulations, because the evaluation process of SAS can be easily paralleled. Table 3 shows the time cost reduction if adopting a parallel mechanism for SAS evaluation. If the process of SAS evaluation is ideally paralleled by a multiprocessor CPU, e.g. 4-core CPU. the time cost of SAS evaluation is 15.698sec, 18.062sec and 36.489sec for the 3-order, 5-order and 6-order can be reduced to 16.38sec, 11.62sec and 16.92sec, respectively. If a CPU with more cores or a GPU is used for parallel simulations, the time can be furtherly reduced.
In summary, the simulation speed can be accelerated by 2.3 times (i.e. 58.03sec/25.16sec) if no parallel computing is adopted, and if the computation is ideally paralleled in a 4-core CPU of a PC, the proposed method can accelerate the simulation speed by almost 5 times (i.e. 58.03sec/11.61sec).
In Case III-B and Case III-C, the inertias of all 327 generators in the Polish power system are increased by 2 times and 5 times, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the time intervals of 4-order CF-SAS for Case III-A (original H), Case III-B (2×original H) and Case III-C (5×original H). It can be noticed that, for the same power system with different dynamic parameters, the bigger the inertias, the longer time intervals.
In this study, simulation speeds are compared using MATLAB. Future work includes the development of this approach directly using C codes, to further accelerate the simulation speed.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a fast dynamic simulation approach for general power system DAE equations. The SASs of power system DEs are developed offline and a partitioned dynamic bus method is adopted to generalize the SAS approach to DAEs, suitable for large-scale power systems. During online stage, CF-SAS is proposed to extend the ROC of the SASs. Compared with the conventional PS-SAS, the proposed CF-SAS has better computational performance by extending the time interval and improving the online simulation speed. A priori error bound of the continued fractions is also proposed to efficiently estimate the maximum error of all the state variables. An adaptive time interval based on prior error bound is also proposed to guarantee the accuracy of the analytical solution. Compared with the conventional numerical integration methods, the proposed CF-SAS has advantages in simulation speed and suitability for parallel computation. 
